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Web Bonus: I Love This Quilt!

Dream Catcher

SKILL LEVEL 
INTERMEDIATE 

Finished Quilt Size  68H˝ x 86H˝

Number of Blocks and Finished Size
28 Dream Catcher Blocks 7˝ x 7˝

Planning 
Marcie’s intriguing quilt is a scrap-lover’s dream! At first 
glance, you may think there are several different block de-
signs in this quilt, but there is just one with different value 
arrangements. Value refers to the darkness or lightness of 
a fabric. Each block is unique; some are made with 3 fab-
rics, and others with 5. Some pieced squares have strong 
value contrast, some have low-contrast. Changing the 
placement of values creates a variety of designs in these 
simple-to-piece blocks. Study the photos for inspiration, or 
do your own thing. Consider cutting and piecing 1 block 
at a time to ensure a variety of looks. Have fun mixing and 
matching prints as you make each one-of-a-kind block.

Fabric Requirements 
*Assorted light, medium, 
 and dark prints (blocks) 2K-2I yds. total
Cream/brown print 
 (setting triangles) 1M yds.
Brown floral 
 (vertical strips) 2G yds.
Rust print (horizontal 
 strips, binding) 1H yds.
Assorted dark prints and 
 assorted light tan prints  H-I yd. each
 (pieced border)  value group
Backing 
 (piece lengthwise) 5K yds.
Batting size 78˝ x 96˝
*See Planning.

Designed by  
MARCIE PATCH

Machine Quilted by
MARAE HARRIS

Capture pleasant reveries when you 
nap under this appealing twin size quilt, 
great for stitching from your stash. Each 
easy block has a unique appearance 
thanks to creative fabric and value 
placement. Sweet stitching!
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Cutting Instructions
(cut in order listed)

 = cut in half twice diagonally
 = cut in half diagonally

Assorted light, medium, and  
dark prints 
for each block cut:
 pieced squares
  2 sets of 4 matching   
   squares 2K˝ x 2K˝
 squares
  8 matching squares 2˝ x 2˝
 strips
  4 matching strips 1H˝ x 3H˝
 center square
  1 square 1H˝ x 1H˝
Cream/brown print 
 12 squares 12˝ x 12˝ 
  8 squares 7˝ x 7˝ 
Brown floral 
 *3 strips 5H˝ x 74 ,̋ cut on 
  lengthwise grain
 *2 strips 7˝ x 74 ,̋ cut on 
  lengthwise grain
Rust print
 9 strips 2H˝ x width of fabric 
  (WOF) for binding
 **4 strips 2H˝ x 68H ,̋ pieced
  from 8 WOF strips
Assorted dark prints and  
assorted light tan prints—cut 
from each value group:
 68 squares 2H˝ x 2H˝
*Strips include extra length for 
trimming.
**Strips cut to exact length.

Piecing the Blocks
Note: Block piecing instructions 
are for 1 block only.
1 Draw diagonal line on wrong 
side of assorted print 2K˝ 
square. Referring to Diagram I, 
place marked square on darker 
2K˝ square, right sides together. 
Sew G˝ seam on each side 
of marked line; cut apart on 
marked line. Open and press to 
make 2 pieced squares. Make 8 
matching.

2 Using 2 matching pieced 
squares and 2 matching 2˝ 
squares, make pieced block corner 
(Diagram II). Make 4 matching. 

3 Referring to Diagram III, 
sew together 4 matching block 
corners, 4 matching 1H˝ x 3H˝ 
strips, and one 1H˝ square to 
make Dream Catcher Block. 
Repeat Steps 1-3 to make 28 total. 
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Assembling the Quilt Top
Note: Refer to Assembly 
Diagram for following steps.

4 Stitch together 7 blocks and 
12 cream/brown print 12˝  
quarter-square triangles as 
shown; add cream/brown 7˝ 
half-square triangles to corners 
to make block row. Trim to 10H˝ 
wide, centering blocks. Trim row 
ends G˝ beyond corners of end 
blocks. Make 4 total. 

5 In the order shown, sew 
together brown floral 74˝ strips 
and trimmed rows, trimming 
strips even with rows after each 
addition.

6 Sew rust print 68H˝ strips to 
top and bottom. 

7 Stitch together 17 assorted 
dark and 17 assorted light print 
2H˝ squares, alternating, to make 

pieced strip. Make 4. Watching 
orientation, sew 2 pieced strips 
to top and 2 to bottom. 

8 Sew remaining rust 68H˝ 
strips to top/bottom.

Quilting and Finishing
9 Layer, baste, and quilt. Marae 
machine quilted the small square 
and strips in each block in the 
ditch, and a four-branched swirl 
design in each block. Brown 
floral strips feature a swirl and 
scallop design and rust strips 
are quilted with a spiral and leaf 
design. Diagonal lines are quilted 
through the pieced border. 
Blocks, setting triangles, and rust 
border strips are quilted in the 
ditch. Setting triangles feature 
double lines outlining the blocks. 
Bind with rust print.

Designer Information
To see more of Marcie Patch’s 
quilt designs, visit her website 
at patchalotpatterns.com


